INPUT DEVICE - BUTTON CONNECTION - USB POWER

NEXT - SCHEMATIC FOR ENCLOSURE WITH WIRELESS TRANSMITTER, BATTERY, MICROCHIP CODE
LCD DISPLAY - VIDEO CONNECTION - POWER SOURCE

NEXT - SCHEMATICS FOR ENCLOSURE WITH WIRELESS RECEIVER AND BATTERY
FLASH ENVIRONMENT - PERSPECTIVE VIEW - OBJECTS

NEXT - SCHOOL & PERSONAL ENVIRONMENT WITH COMPLETE KEY OBJECTS
Review
what’s next...

Input Device - enclosure, coding
for 9/24/07

LCD - enclosure, power
for 9/25/07

FLASH - detailed environments
for 9/23/07
Future
down the road...

Input Device Operational
for 10/10/07

LCD Enclosure Complete
for 10/17/07

FLASH Animated Character
for 10/10/07

HOURS WORKED: RYAN 11, KYLE 12, TRISTAN 12